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**Gallery 1**

*Pharmacie*
gouache on glass

*What are the chances?*
plastic dice

give them what they want
carpet, sisal rope, steel, glass, wood

*missing out on something*
18mm holes (the size of Earth’s event horizon)

*nothing feels better (gray)*
1 pack of gray tube socks, MDF

*nothing feels better (black)*
1 pack of black tube socks, MDF

*nothing feels better (white)*
1 pack of white tube socks, MDF

*caim of bread (5 piece set in green)*
iron, enamel

*caim of bread (5 piece set in red)*
iron, enamel

*sketchbook page (circle)*
porcelain, china paint

*sketchbook page (loops)*
porcelain, china paint

*sketchbook page (hypercubes)*
porcelain, china paint

*sketchbook page (saggy illusion)*
porcelain, china paint

*sketchbook page (impossible shape)*
porcelain, china paint

*sketchbook page (missed message)*
porcelain, china paint

The Last Question By Isaac Asimov
Read To My Computer By Isaac Asimov

book

vessel

latex mask, flowers

souvenirs

slip-cast ceramic
**Gallery 2**

*sketchbook page (cup cup)*  
porcelain, china paint

*sketchbook page (body parts)*  
porcelain, china paint

*sketchbook page (particle entanglement)*  
porcelain, china paint

*sketchbook page (pictionary)*  
porcelain, china paint

*sketchbook page (mobius strips)*  
porcelain, china paint

*sketchbook page (no more weekends)*  
porcelain, china paint

*I survived a black hole and all I got was this stupid t-shirt*  
plywood, India ink, steel

**Vault**

*Working the Room*  
Video, 7 min. 1 sec.

**Back Room**

*cairn of bread (5 piece set in blue)*  
iron, enamel

*stacked hypercube drawings (one incomplete)*  
steel, enamel, vibrating pedestal